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The structure of the automorphism groups of certain classes of simple 
Kokoris algebras is studied in this paper. A solvable locally nilpotent normal 
subgroup of the automorphism group of an arbitrary Kokoris algebra is 
described, the factors of its normal series being elementary abelian p-groups. 
Connections between automorphisms and derivations for two particular 
classes of algebras, those defined by skew-symmetric bilinear forms and those 
of dimension pz, are detailed. These connections then make it possible to count 
the number of components of a direct sum decomposition of the normal series 
factors in terms of the dimensions of specified subspaces of associated Lie 
algebras of derivations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ST be the class of Kokoris algebras. Recall that we may represent 
algebras in X as follows. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 2, n an integer 
2 2, and E(F, n, p) the commutative associative truncated polynomial algebra 
q.1, x1 >**-, X,], Xi = 0 for i = l,..., n. A is in 3” if and only if there are F, 
n, and p such that A+ = B(F, n, p) and if the product off, g E A is defined in 
terms of the product “a” of A+ as 
where at least one commutator [x3 , XJ is invertible and the other commutators 
are arbitrary. 
Each algebra in X is a nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra. Among other 
places, these algebras have been studied in [4,6, 81, and,most recently in [lo], 
wherein an important characterization of the simple Lie-admissible Kokoris 
algebras in terms of simple Lie algebras of characteristic p is given. 
Let A be an algebra in ~6 of dimension p” and let N be the radical of 
B(F, n, p}. As in Schafer [S], we say that A is defined by the skew-symmetric 
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bilinear form 4 if and*only if there are generators x1 ,..., x, of A such that 4 
acting on the F-vector space N/(N . N) w Fx, + .. + Fxn satisfies $(xi, xi)1 = 
*[xi , xjI tzF1 for all i, j. Throughout this paper, we denote N . N . . . . * N 
(K terms in the product) by IN@. 
In [5] it is established that D E Der B(F, n, p), the Lie algebra of derivations 
of B(F, n, p), if and only iffD = CL1 (afiax,) . ui , where ai = xiD E B(F, n,p). 
As in [2], we write D = (a, ,..., an). Define div(a,, ,..., a,), the divergence of 
D [2], as Cy=, (&z,/ax,) and let Mn be the Lie subalgebra of Der B(F, n, p) of 
derivations of divergence zero. 
Write Aut A for the group of (algebra) automorphisms of the algebra A. 
I f  WE Aut A for A E ~6, then WE Aut A+ and (Nk) W C NR for each 
positive integer k. Thus, for A ES, we can define Aut,C A to be the set of 
WE Aut A such that W induces the identity on N/N*+l. In particular, this 
implies that Aut,(,,jA = (Id), since n(p - 1) is the largest degree of any 
nonzero element of A, forcing Nn(+-l)fl = (0). (Lemma 1 below justifies the 
identification of automorphisms of A with those of N.) Each WE Aut A 
induces a map W’ E Aut(N/Na+i) and it may be verified that the correspond- 
ence W ++ w’ is a homomorphism with kernel = Aut, A. Thus, each 
Aut, A 4 Aut A and further, Aut A D Aut, A D Aut, A D *.. D Aut,(,-,)A= 
{Id). Finally, observe that Aut, A = {WE Aut A j x,W = x,(Mod NI”+l)}, 
where the xi are generators of A. 
We have used ideas from [I, 3, 71, the most basic of which are essentially 
due to Jacobson [S] (cf. the solvability of Aut, A in Theorem 1 below). 
2. AUTOMORPHISMS OF ARBITRARY ALGEBRAS IN X 
LEMMA 1. Let A E X. Then, Aut A m Aut N. 
Proof. For WE Aut A, the map W H W j N is clearly a monomorphism. 
Each element of Aut N has a unique extension to A since A is of degree one; 
hence the map is surjective. 
In the remainder of the paper we identify Aut A with Aut N. 
THEOREM 1. If A E X, then Aut, A is solvable. Fgrther, Aut, A is locally 
nilpoten t . 
Proof. Let End N be the ring of endomorphisms on the abelian group 
structure of N. For WE Aut A = Aut N and Id, the identity automorphism, 
define the map 1: Aut A -+ End N by c(W) = W - Id. It is easy to see from 
direct substitution that (i) (f .g)<( W) = [(f)(( W)] . [(g)c( W)] +f . (g) S(W) + 
(fXP’> ‘g, and (3 ~(WIWJ = 5F’XW2) + 5Wd + @+‘J forf, g EN 
and W, W,, W,EAutA. 
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Denote by End+(N/N7c+2), the abelian group of the ring of endomorphisms 
on the group part of N/N k+2. For lz > 1, consider the mapping from Aut, A --f 
End+(N/P+“) g iven by W w s(w) = the mapping induced on N/Nfi+2 by 
1;(w). Observe that if W, and W, E Aut, A, then the characterization of Aut, A 
mentioned in the previous section yields N[( Wd C Nlc+l and N@Q~( W,) C -- __- 
N”i2. Thus, property (ii) above implies that &l&W,) = ((WI) -/- c(W,) and 
W w tm is a group homomorphism. The kernel of this homomorphism is 
{WE Aut, A j x&(W) E N”+2} = {W ( x,W z xi Mod NkfZ} = Aut,, A and, 
therefore, we have imbedded Aut, A/Aut9+i A in End+(N/Nkf2). The factors 
of the normal series Aut, A D Aut, A D ... D (Id) are then commutative; 
consequently, Aut, A is solvable. 
The last statement of the theorem follows from [9, Corollary V1.8.h, p. 2111 
of Schenkman, since we can show Aut, A to be ap-group. To see this, observe 
that xiLJ W) E N2, hence, c(W) is nilpotent for WE Aut, A by repeated use of 
property (i). Thus, working in End N, Wp” = (W - Id + Id)p” = 
iJl&‘)@ + IdPS = Idps = Id for large enough s. This proves Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If A of dimensionpn is in .X and k > 1, then Aut, A/Aut,,,A 
is an elemerttary abelian p-group. 
Proofs We first note that by “elementary abelian p-group” we mean a 
possibly infinite direct sum of copies of the integers module p. 
Commutativity of the quotients has been established in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Therefore, it suffices to prove that W E Aut, A implies 
W” E Aut,+iA. Toward this end, let xt be any one of the generators x1 ,... , xB 
of A. Suppose 
where 6,(i, ,..., ifi) EF and “,(k + 2)” stands for “terms of degree greater 
than or equal to k + 2.” As induction hypothesis, assume 
xtwj = xt +j c 
i,+...ii,n=k+l 
st(il ,..., in) xi; . . . . s x: + a@ 4 2). 
Then 
il+...+i,=k+l 
sc(il,..., i,) (x,w)il . . . . + (xJV)in + 8th + 2’) 
=x,+(j+l) c S&i1 ).'.) iJx~~...*x~+qk+2). 
iI+...+in=k+l 
Over F of characteristic p, the coefficient of the degree k + 1 terms in x,WP 
is zero, cctWp = xt + a(k + 2) and the theorem is proved. 
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I f  we restrict our consideration to a particular subclass of Z, then we can 
be more precise about the number of components 2, (= integers modulo p) 
in Aut, AIAut,,, A m @ 2, . Before doing this, we remark that if we reduce 
property (i) of Theorem 1 modulo Nkf3, a technique similar to the proof of 
Theorem 1 will imbed Aut, A/Aut,,, A as a subgroup of the additive group 
of Der (N/Nk+3). 
3. ALGEBRAS DEFINED BY SKEW-SYMMETRIC BILINEAR FORMS 
We use the following results from [4]. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E X be a simple algebra of dimension pn defined by a 
skew-symmetric bilinear form of rank 2r = n. There are generators xi of A+ 
such that ;f  WE- Hom(A+, A+), xiW = Cj”=, wijxj + wi for wi E O(N2), then 
WE Aut A if and only if Q = (wij) E Sp(2r, F), the symplectic group of the 
form, and div(v(i,j)) = 0 (1 < i < j < n), where 
v(6.j) = (v&i.&.., v,(i,j>>, 
aW. 
aw. 
?$(i, j) = wi,&p.wj - wj,k-rwi - wi * ---?- axk+ ’ (Y + 1 ,( k ,< 2~). 
THEOREM 3. Let A E X be a simple algebra of dimension pn defined by a 
skew-symmetric bilinear form of rank 2r = n. Then, Aut A = Aut, A x Sp(2r, F) 
(semidirect product). 
Proof. Let WE Aut A = Aut N be as in Lemma 2. Then m, the map 
induced by W on N/N2 (as a vector space over F), has 52 E Sp(2r, F) as matrix 
relative to the basis {xi + N2,..., x,+N2}.Themap WbmofAutA+ 
Sp(2r, F) is a group epimorphism with kernel Aut, A. Thus, Aut A/Aut,A M 
Sp(2r,F) and the theorem follows. 
We now concentrate upon the component Aut, A in the product decom- 
position of Aut A; specifically, we examine the quotients of our normal series 
for Aut, A. 
LEM~ 4. Let A E X be a simple algebra of dimension pa de$ned by a 
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skew-symmetric bilinear form of rank 2r = n. Suppose WE Hom(A+, A+) with 
xiW = xi + wi , wi z O(N2). Then, WE Aut, A if and o&y if 
[Wi 7 %I + 2 - aw. ----L =o, %+r 
fori<j<~, 
aw. (2) 
[Wi , Wjl + ---!- 8% - ax,+ + axi+r Op fori <Y Cj, 
aw. 
Lwi Y wfl + ax,-, 
aw. -..?L--=(), 
axi-, forv<i<j. 
Proof. Lemma 4 can be established by setting Q = Id in Lemma 2 and 
going through a lengthy case by case analysis. A much shorter way would be 
to trace through the beginning of the derivation of [4, Theorem 231. 
It follows from Lemma 4 that W induces an automorphism WE Aut, A if 
and only if xiW = xi + wi, wi = O(N”+r) and the Eqs. (2) hold. Now, fet 
wi = ai + bi, where ai is a form (homogeneous polynomial) of degree k + 1 
or the zero element of A, and bi E N”+2. Using (1) and the fact that A is 
defined by a skew-symmetric form, we have [wi , wj] E Nk . WC C Wk. 
Consequently, 
aa, aa- -- 
axif, 
-.-.LL =(), 
axi++. 
fori<j<r, 
aa. aa. .-.2.-+---?-=(-j, 
ax,+ axi+T 
fori,(r <j, 
and 
aa. aa. -L--.-L~O, 
ax,-, a+, forr <i<j, 
since these are the only terms of degree k in (2). Rut these last equations in 
the aZ are precisely the conditions of Schafer [X, p. 3131 characterizing 
(4 ,..., a,) as a derivation of A. The ai are uniquely determined by W. Thus, 
W i-t (a, ,..., a,J is a mapping of Aut, A into Der A. Of course, (a, ,..., a,) 
also is a derivation of A+. 
%EOREM 4. Let A E 9” be a simple algebra of dimension pn defined by a 
skew-symmetric KlineaT form of rank 2r = n. Then, Aut, A/Aut,, A for 
k >, 2 can be imbedded as a subgroup of Derf(N/N~+s), the addihe group of 
‘Der(iV/NL+2). 
Proof. Let WE: Aut, A. In the proof of Theorem 1 we established that 
W +-F c*) is a group homomorphism of Aut, A -+ End+(N/iVkf2) and hence, 
4S1/38/2-8 
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imbedded Aut, A/A&, A in End+(N/N”t2). We now make use of an 
identity similar to property (i) of Theorem 1 that uses multiplication in A 
rather than inA+. Namely, L&%(W) = UX’( W~lCgl( w>l +f kS( w)>+ (KC w))g. 
If, in this last relationship, f and g are in N, then (1) and A defined by a 
skew-symmetric form imply that (fg)c( W) 3 f (g[( W)) + (f[( IV))g(ModNk+2). 
(Simply observe that [f5( W)J[g~( IV)] E Nk+iNkfl C N2”+2 + N2k _C N2” _C Nfi+2 
if K 3 2, etc.) Further, using the notation of the paragraph preceding -- 
Theorem 4, z&W) = C~ = a, (as forms). The S(W) preserves scalar multi- 
plication on N/Nti+2 as an F-vector space, Therefore, c(W) = (a, ,..., a,) as 
derivations of the algebra N/N 7c+2, the structure of which is induced from 
N+. Thus, &IV) E Der+(N/Nk+2), and the theorem is proved. 
We could now establish, as a corollary to Theorem 4, a relationship for 
the number of components Z, in Aut, A/Aut,+l A M @ Z, in terms of the 
dimension of a vector subspace of the Lie algebra Der(N/NkfZ). However, 
we prefer to postpone this technique until the end of the next section, which 
studies a case where the imbedding of Theorem 4 is made more precise. 
4. THE CASE OF Two GENERATORS 
Let A E 37 be of dimension p2. Schafer [8] has shown that there exist 
generators x1 , xs of A+ such that [xi , x2] = 1 + CCC~-” . xi-l, 01 EF. Let W 
act on these x1 and x2 as xi W = xi + wi , wi = O(N2). Then [x1 , XJ W = 
[xlW, x,IVj if and only if W induces an automorphism (which we call W) 
of A [4]. Using the facts that W fixes x:-r . $‘-’ and that 
we have 
3. 9-l 
&q x1 
. x9--1 - 0 
2 - ’ 
or 
if and only if WE Aut, A. 
LEMMA 5. Let A E X be of dimension p2. Suppose WE Hom(A+, A+) with 
xi W = xi + wi , i = 1,2, wi = O(N2). Then, WE Aut, A if and only if 
1% > w21 + (~w,/%> + (3w,Px2) = 0. 
Notice that the condition of Lemma 5 is independent of 01. Therefore, 
Aut, A may be discussed under the assumption that a = 0, i.e., that A is 
defined by a skew-symmetric form. The condition is identical with the 
divergence condition of Lemma 2 with Q = Id. 
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For any map W on A+, we can define a functional determinant, det W = 
det(a(x,IV)j&). We th en have the following characterization of Aut, A. 
THEOREM 6. Let A = Fl + F[x, , a x ] E X be de$ned by a skew-symmetric 
bilinear form with generators chosen so that [x1 , x2] = 1. Svlppose 
W E Rom(Af, A+) with x,W = xi + w+ , wi = O(N2). Then, WE Autr A if 
andom’yif det W = I. 
Prooj. Just compute 
det W = 
1+g& g? 
aw ’ 
$ 
ku 
I+$ 
=1 +~+~+Iw1,2’:21 
1 2 
2 
and apply Lemma 5. 
Define the set Qp = {W - Id 1 W E Autk A], where we recall that Qk is the 
isomorphic image of Aut, A/Aut,,l A in End+(N/Nk+2) as discussed in the 
proof of Theorem 1. Let n/ir, be the set of derivations of A+ with divergence 
zero. Define the set 
M2(k + 1) = {(jr ,f2) E iV2 [ fr and fi are forms of degree k + 1 or a>. 
Observe that we have considered the degree of the zero form to be co. 
M&k + 1) is a subgroup of the abelian group structure of M2 . 
THEOREM 7. Let A E X be of dimension p2. Then., .Aut,A/Aut,,,A m 
M,(k + 1) for k = l,..., n(p - 1) - 1. 
Proof. We intend to show that Qk M M,(k + 1). Let WE Aut, A with 
xi W = xi + fi + g, , where fi , f2 are forms of degree k + 1 or GO and 
deg g, > k + 2. Notice that in the notatian of the proof of Theorem 1, 
gi;i( W - Id) = Ji = fi by the degree condition on the fi , Since W is also in 
Aut, A, 
1=&W-l+iifi+irf, ax, ax, ’ (Mod iv”‘“). 
But div(.f, , f2) 
Consequently, 
correspondence 
= (&/3x1) + (8f2/8x2) is of degree k. Hence, div(f, ,f%) = 0. 
W - Id E Qk implies div(f, ,fa) = 0. Now consider the 
W - Id i--2 (fr ,f.) of Qk ---f Mz(k + 1). By the above 
observation regarding the fi , this correspondence is well defined and one can 
quickly show that this map is a monomorphism We now show that the map 
w- Id ++ (fi ,f2) for xiW = xi + fd + gi is surjective. 
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Let (fr , fa) E M,(K + 1). Set xi@‘, = xi + fi . Then, det W, z 
1 + div(f, ,fJ = 1 (Mod N”+i). A s induction hypothesis, suppose we have 
found a map Wj and forms g1 , g, E A of degree 3 k f  2 such that x,Wj = 
xi + fi -t gi and det Wj = 1 (Mod Nk+j). We want to define a suitable W,+l . 
Toward this end, let h, and h, be forms of degree 3 k + 3 satisfying a further 
condition to be later imposed (which will not injure the degree constraint). 
Define xi Wj+l= xi +-fi + gi + ki and calculate det W,+l s det Wj + div(h,, he) 
(Mod JP+j+r). 
It can be established by straightforward direct computation that det Wi 
does not contain the monomial xl”-” . xi-’ (this follows since xf-’ . $-” does 
not appear in [gl ,A = (&ll%)(~g2/~4 - GWW~g~/W>. This being 
the case, the term of det W, of degree k + j is not ~1”~’ f  xs”‘. Thus, the 
term of det Wj of degree k + j is equal to div(h, , ha) for some hi of degree > 
k + 3 (note that if t < p - 1, then, xi8 . x2$ = div(O, x1” . xi+l/(t + 1))). 
Impose the further condition on the forms Jzi that div(h, , h,) = the 
negative of the degree k + J’ term of det Wj . Therefore, det Wj+l = 
1 + degree (k +j) term + div(h, , ha) z 1 (Mod N”+j+r). Thus, by 
induction and the nilpotence of iV, we can produce W such that x,W = 
xi + fi + Ii , degree of each monomial of 4 > k + 2, and det W = 1. 
Theorem 6 implies that W induces an automorphism in Aut, A and deg fi 2 -- 
k + 1 forces WE Aut, A. Clearly, ,E~( W - Id) = fi and the map W - Id w 
(fi , fJ is a surjection. This proves the theorem. 
Under componentwise scalar multiplication, M2(k + 1) is a vector space 
over F; hence, also a vector space over Z, CF. 
COROLLARY. Let A E X be of dimension p”. Then, Aut, A/Aut,, A m 
oz,, where the (possibly inJinie) number of components Z, is given by 
(dimz9Y) . (dimF Ma(k + 1)). 
Proof. We have 0 2, M Mz(k + 1) as vector spaces over Z, by 
Theorems 2 and 7. Hence, the number of components Z, = dim,* @ 2, = 
dim,, M,(k + 1). Of course, dim, M,(k + 1) < dim, M, = pz + 1. I f  F 
were a finite degree extension of Z,, then one could determine dim,. MB(k+ 1) 
explicitly using Schafer’s determination of Der A in [8]. 
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